Characterization of the secondary structure of an oligonucleotide corresponding to the autocleavage site of a precursor RNA from bacteriophage T4.
We studied the secondary structure of an RNA fragment (GUUUCGUACAAAC) (R1) having the sequence corresponding to the self-cleavage domain in a precursor RNA molecule from bacteriophage T4 infected Escherichia coli cells (p2Sp1 RNA). We synthesized an oligoribonucleotide (CAAACGUACAAAC) (R3) which contained the sequence (CGUACA) proposed for the p2Sp1 RNA self-cleavage site but did not form the hairpin loop structure. The self-cleavage ability of the single stranded RNA (R3) is significantly lower than that of R1. We have also designed a modified RNA fragment (R2), which contained a noncleavable RNA with 2'-O-methylcytidine or 2-O-methyluridine. R3 did not exhibit cleavage. To further investigate the structural requirements in the cleavage reaction, we synthesized mutant RNAs which contained different bases within consensus sequences and the cleavage sites were tested for self-cleavage. Guanosine and adenosine 3'-phosphates seemed not to be susceptible to transesterification at the cleavage site. The data from native gel electrophoresis, the CD spectra and the Tm suggested that the hairpin structure is necessary for the cleavage.